
Chapter 20: The Financial System: Opportunities and Dangers

 "When written in Chinese the word crisis is composed of two characters. One

represents danger, and the other represents opportunity" JFK

 "When Wall Street sneezes, Main Street catches a cold"

 2008-09 crisis → vivid reminder of inexorable links between financial system and 

broader economy

 Here focus on a couple of topics within finance that are crucial to a fuller

understanding of macroeconomics

 Fundamental role of financial system in the economy

20.1 What Does the Financial System Do?

 Financial System - broad term for the institutions in the economy that facilitate the

flow of funds between savers and investors

 Financing Investment

 The system is not as single as a single market of loanable funds with a single

interest rate that adjusts savings to investments

 Much more complicated - large variety of mechanisms and tools

 Key part of the system are financial markets - through them, households provide

resources for investment; two key markets

 Bonds - a loan from the bondholder to the firm

 Stock - an ownership claim by a shareholder in a firm

 Purchase of stocks on the stock exchange is a transfer of ownership → 

does not provide new funds for investment

 Raising funds by issuing bonds → debt finance 

 Raising funds by issuing stock → equity finance

 Another key piece of the system are financial intermediaries - through them,

households indirectly provide resources for investment

 Banks! Mutual Funds, Pension Funds, Insurance Companies

 Sharing Risk

 The financial system must allocate risk

 Risk Averse - disliking randomness in one's economic activity, ceteris paribus

 Equity finance provides a way for entrepreneurs and savers to share risks

 Reduce risk by spreading wealth across many imperfectly correlated assets → 

diversification

 Mutual Funds - financial intermediaries that sells shares to savers and use funds to

buy diversified pools of assets → reducing risk big time 

 Events that affect many businesses at the same time causes systematic risk

 Although diversification cannot help here, it does eliminate risks associated with

individual businesses → idiosyncratic risks

 Dealing With Asymmetric Information

 Asymmetric information - one party to an economic transaction has more

information about the transaction than the other; two classic types



 Hidden Knowledge About Attributes - entrepreneurs have more information

about quality of investment projects than those providing financing

 Problem of adverse selection - people with more information sorting

themselves in a way that disadvantages people with less info.

 Hidden Knowledge About Actions

 Problem of moral hazard - risk that an imperfectly monitored agent will

act in a dishonest or inappropriate way

 There are various institutions that try to mitigate the effects of these problems

 Banks do a lot of this work by scrutinizing and monitoring business loans

 Fostering Economic Growth

 The financial system has the job of allocating the economy's scarce saving among

the alternative types of investment

 Unlike the Solow model, there is not a single type of capital, but thousands of

firms with different investment projects

 Ideally, interest rates will adjust to balance S&D of loanable funds → savings will 

be allocated in the best way

 Problems with imperfect information can distort this

 Governments play an important role in making sure the system works well

 Laws against fraud and malfeasance

 Requiring some kinds of disclosure

 The inability of financial markets to allocate savings to investments is one of the

main reasons poor nations remain poor

 Case Study: Microfinance: Professor Yunus's Profound Idea

 In 1976, Bangladeshi professor Muhammad Yunus founded the Grameen Bank - a

non-profit financial institutions - making very small loans to poor women so they

can start working their way out of poverty

 2006 Nobel Peace Prize

20.2 Financial Crises

 Financial Crisis - a major disruption in the financial system that impedes the system's

ability to intermediate between savers and investors

 It has large macroeconomic impacts

 Think Great Depression or Great Recession

 The Anatomy of a Crisis

 There are key six elements of most financial crises

 Asset-Price Booms and Busts

 Optimism → large ↑ in asset prices; prices exceed assets' fundamental value

 This causes a speculative bubble for that asset

 When optimism turns to pessimism → bubble bursts → Asset Prices ↓↓↓ 

 2008-09 → real estate bubble caused by lax lending standards (subprime

borrowers) and encouraged by government policies

 Financial system did not deal with asymmetric information



 When things turned sour, housing prices fell by 30% 2006-09

 Insolvencies at Financial Institution

 As asset prices fall a lot, the collateral could fall below amount of loan

 If that happens, the bank may be unable to recover its money

 Leverage - the use of borrowed funds for investment

 Leverage Ration - ratio of bank assets to bank capital

 Leverage amplifies positive and negative effects of asset returns

 Insolvency - bank does not have resources to pay off all depositors and

creditors

 Widespread insolvency is the second element of a financial crisis

 2008-09: massive foreclosures → banks could recover only a fraction of what 

they were owed → pushed toward bankruptcy 

 Examples: Bear Stearns, Lehman Brothers, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, AIG

 Falling Confidence

 Insolvencies ↑ → Confidence in the system ↓ → people massively withdraw 

uninsured deposits → banks cut back on lending → start selling off assets to 

increase cash reserves

 As banks sell off assets, those asset prices fall a lot (fire sales may be used)

especially if they are risky assets

 Other banks must revise value of their assets → problems spread

 2008-09: massive uncertainty about when insolvencies would stop;

exacerbated by bank interdependence

 Lack of transparency → crisis of confidence 

 Credit Crunch

 Borrowers have trouble getting loans, even if they have profitable projects

 The financial system has trouble allocating saving to investment projects

 This was evident in 2008-09: when banks realized their lending standards had

been too lax, they became more cautious in all kinds of lending

 Recession

 Consumers and Firms unable to obtain credit and financing → contractionary 

shift in the IS curve → falling output & rising unemployment 

 2008-09: deep recession; unemployment over 10%; very slow recovery

 A Vicious Cycle

 Recession → ↓ profitability of firms → ↓ value of assets → Stocks ↓ → 

bankruptcy and defaults → return to steps 1 and 2

 In 2008-09, the vicious cycle was apparent

 So, face with a financial crisis, what can policymakers do?

 FYI: The TED Spread

 A good indicator of perceived credit risk is the spread between two interest

rates of similar maturity



 TED Spread - monitors the difference between three-month interbank loans

and three-month Treasury bills

 T for T-bills; ED for EuroDollars

 Normal spread is about 10 to 50 basis points

 In October 2008, however, it reached 464 basis points, after bankruptcy of

Lehman Brothers → direct indicator of how worried people are about the 

solvency of the banking system

 Case Study: Who Should Be Blamed for the Financial Crisis of 2008-2009?

 "Victory has a thousand fathers, but defeat is an orphan"

 Economic observers pointed fingers at many possible culprits; the accused

include: The Federal Reserve; Home-Buyers; Mortgage Brokers; Investment

Banks; Rating Agencies; Regulators; Government policymakers

 Policy Responses to a Crisis

 Conventional Monetary and Fiscal Policy

 Using monetary and fiscal policy to expand AD after it contracts

 ↑ Money supply; ↓ interest rates; ↑ government spending; tax cuts

 2008-09: ↓ federal funds rate; Bush tax cuts; Obama stimulus package

 These policies have limits: monetary policy cannot cut its target below

zero; fiscal policy limited by growing budget deficit, growing debt

 These limits lead to alternative policies - ones that aim to fix the financial

system itself

 Lender of Last Resort

 Large and sudden bank withdrawals can be a problem for banks

 Liquidity Crisis - situation in which a solvent bank has insufficient funds

to satisfy its depositors' withdrawals

 The CB can buy a bank's illiquid assets by "making money"

 When the CB lends to a bank in the midst of a liquidity crisis, it is said to

act as a lender of last resort

 Fed was very active as a lender of last resort 2008-09; set up many ways to

lend to financial institutions, both conventional and shadow banks

 Through this lending, the Fed was helping maintain financial

intermediation

 Injections of Government Funds

 Government using public funds to prop up financial system

 Deposit insurance is one example - goal is to assure depositors that their

funds were safe; FDIC increased max. insurance in 2008

 "Too Big To Fail" - a firm so central to the financial system that

policymakers would not allow it to enter bankruptcy

 Another way to inject public funds is to make risky loans

 A final way for the government to use public funds to address a financial

crisis → government itself to inject capital into institutions



 Taking ownership stake in the companies

 The use of public funds to prop up financial system is controversial

 Unfair to taxpayers; problem of moral hazard

 "Heads I win, tails taxpayers lose"

 Policies to Prevent Crisis

 Focusing on Shadow Banks

 Traditional banks highly regulated because depositors insurance (FDIC)

leads to moral hazard and risk loans;

 But shadow banks are not as regulated (no depositor insurance) but can

still take big risks → they are at the center of intermediation process 

 Suggestions: shadow banks should ↑ capital; mitigating risk

 2010 Dodd-Frank Act - gave the FDIC resolution authority over shadow

banks - could take over and close it if it was creating a risk

 Does that create moral hazard?

 Restricting Size

 Some economists argue that the crisis would have been less severe if the

financial system had been less concentrated

 "If it's too big to fail, it's too big"

 Solutions: restrict mergers among banks; require higher capital ratios for

larger banks

 Reducing Excessive Risk Taking

 Since taking risks is at the heart of many institutions, it is not easy to draw

the line between excessive and appropriate risks

 Ideas: several provisions made in the Dodd-Frank Act → most recognized 

is the Volcker Rule against certain speculative investments

 Making regulation Work Better

 Since the financial system is so diverse, the regulatory framework is very

fragmented

 Fed, OCC, FDIC, SEC, individual state agencies, etc.

 Dodd-Frank Act added several new regulation bodies to try and improve

the system

 Financial Services Oversight Council

 Office of Credit Ratings

 Consumer Financial Protection Bureau

 Will these bodies improve regulation? Only time will tell.

 FYI: CoCo Bonds

 "Contingent, convertible debt"

 A type of crisis insurance → shifting burden onto private sector, not taxpayers 

 How prevalent will these bonds become?



 Case Study: The European Sovereign Debt Crisis

 Started with Greece; uncertainty about credit reliability of the country → junk 

status → interest rate rose to over 100% in November 2011

 Value of Greek debt ↓ → many European banks pushed to insolvency 

 Greece received many loans from ECB and Germany and France; caused

unhappiness for both lender countries and borrowers (facing austerity

measures)

 Worries that Portugal, Ireland, Spain, and Italy are very close behind Greece

20.3 Conclusion

 By bringing together those who want to save and those who want to invest, the

financial system promotes economic growth and overall prosperity.


